
Finish Chapter 7: 2nd Law of Thermodynamics
Outline of today’s class (apart from quizzes):

Automobile & transportation issues 
Power plants



With significant regrets: let’s skip 7.4 on Entropy& the tendency 
for disorganization to increase.  Please do read it – should be rather 
fascinating. Note the connection to irreversibility, the “arrow of
time”, even arguments about evolution, etc.  

Automobile, one more time – a heat engine of enormous societal 
impact! Full of pluses & minuses……section 7.5 is a really good 
summary, and rather up to date, incl. hybrids, electric vehicles, and
fuel cell future. 

Simple question: from a basic physics perspective, why has the 
automobile been so spectacularly successful?

One simple reason:  the energy content of gasoline is amazingly high!
Let’s compare with TNT, chocolate chip cookies, and nuclear power.
Sounds crazy & silly? You might be amazed by the following table….



From “Physics & Technology for Future Presidents” (excellent book!):













Good thing that the E content of gasoline is so relatively high 
because as you learn on p. 145/146, the car is a prodigious consumer
of energy……and also a pretty  *in*efficient heat engine!   



Brief discussion of several new car propulsion technologies:
Hybrids, Plug-in Hybrids, Pure EVs, and Fuel Cell (H-based) vehicles
Major discussion point: electricity has to come from somewhere! 
 Chances are high for significant changes to vehicle types on the

road during your lifetime.
Quiz # 53:  Suppose the fuel in a car engine could be burned hotter,

without cracking the engine and while keeping the exhaust temp and
everything else the same. Would you still get the same amount of 
useful work out of each gallon of fuel?
(a)  yes    (b)  no, would get more work   (c)  depends on too many
other factors
Anyone know why diesel engines are more thermodynamically 
efficient, i.e. why diesel cars use considerably less fuel (~20-30%)? 

C.E. 24: Echemical Ekinetic +  Ethermal

C.E. 26: Would improve efficiency  trains, trains!



Note: Automobile’s purpose is to move people. BUT, most of its
energy goes into moving the car itself – seems crazy!
Useful concept of transportation efficiency (7.6):



From a physics perspective, why is biking & walking so much
more energy-efficient?
a) No E needed to move a heavy vehicle.

b) No heat engine  no losses due to 2nd Law!
c) Biking: wheels keep rolling (law of inertia!)….in contrast: 

walking requires acceleration of legs every step. So what?
 requires forces  work gets done.

Trains: low rolling resistance & low air resistance (frontal area) 
per kg (load) transported.



 
A lot can (& should!) be done to improve transportation

efficiency relative to the single person commuting in a car.  



(Steam-) Electric Power Plant – another heat engine

Why cooling so critical? 2nd Law ! (efficiency)



Note:  once again limited efficiency (typically <50%), just can’t win against
that infamous 2nd Law. 

~  370 kg of CO2 per second !!



Actually:  ~ 29,300 tons per day !

Can we go on like this? Seems awfully doubtful, doesn’t it?

Quiz # 54:  Which type of generating plant would you expect to be
more energy efficient, from a fundamental physics point of view:
(a) steam-electric 
(b) hydroelectric
(c) same efficiency
(d) can’t tell without much more info

C.E. 32: Directly  w. gas heater, because then no heat engine.



 Hope you read 7.8 on exponential growth.

Quiz # 55:  Suppose a heat engine operates with an input 
temperature Tin = 500 K(elvin). What exhaust temperature Tex
would you need to achieve, in order to obtain a maximum
efficiency of 90%?

(a) 400 K    (b) 450 K    (c) 100 K    (d) 50 K    (e) 25 K

Quiz # 56:  A steam-electric power plant (which is a heat engine)
uses 1 GJ (=1000 MJ = 109 J) thermal energy input, while 
exhausting  0.75 GJ thermal energy. Its energy efficiency is

(a) 20%     (b) 25%     (c) 75%     (d) 50%     (e) not enough info 



Scariest figure in the book !?
I certainly think so.

Resource issues: energy, what else?



 
Water (clean, drinking)!!
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